Variation in Display Behavior, Ornament Morphology, Sexual Size Dimorphism, and Habitat Structure in the Fan-Throated Lizard (Sitana, Agamidae)
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ABSTRACT.—Fan-Throated Lizards (Sitana; Agamidae) are a widespread yet little-studied genus of lizards found in dry habitats throughout South Asia. Male lizards in this genus bear a fan-like structure under their throats that is displayed by rapid extension and retraction during the breeding season, particularly during courtship and male–male interactions. Throat-fans vary dramatically in both size and coloration across the genus, ranging from small and white to large and blue, black, and orange. In this paper, I investigate variation in throat-fan morphology and display behavior in eight populations of Fan-Throated Lizards. Displays of these lizards included partial and complete throat-fan extensions, changes in body position, rapid head-turning behavior, and occasional bipedality. Part of the variation in display behavior across these lizards was associated with throat-fan elaboration, and increased throat-fan size and coloration were associated with male-biased sexual size dimorphism but not with changes in habitat. These results suggest that sexual selection may underlie increases in both throat-fan size and coloration in the genus Sitana. Therefore, Fan-Throated Lizards are a promising system in which to further investigate the coevolution of different display components of a striking visual signal.

The evolution of colorful ornaments displayed by animals during courtship and agonistic interactions has long been of interest to behavioral ecologists. Indeed, the theory of sexual selection was proposed to explain the presence of conspicuous and costly ornaments that are almost certainly detrimental to survival (Darwin, 1871; Andersson, 1994). Many factors other than sexual selection, however, also can play a role in shaping ornament morphology, including the environmental contexts in which ornaments are displayed (Endler, 1992; Seehausen et al., 1997; Bro-Jørgensen, 2009) and the physiological and biomechanical constraints that limit or direct ornament elaboration (Podos, 2001; Irshick et al., 2007; Rosenthal, 2007). Ornaments also are often deployed as part of complex multimodal and multimodal displays, and all of the above factors can influence the relationships between different display components and modalities (Hebets and Papaj, 2005; Bradbury and Vehrencamp, 2011). This multitude of interacting forces that drive ornament evolution offers a number of starting points from which to begin investigating the origin and maintenance of ornament variation in understudied taxa. In this paper I explore some behavioral, environmental, and morphological correlates of ornament variation in Fan-Throated Lizards (Sitana, Agamidae), a widespread yet little-studied genus from South Asia.

Showy ornaments, including fans, frills, and horns, are often central to lizard displays, though many species also incorporate movement, changes in body coloration, chemical cues, and even sound (e.g., Marcellini, 1977; Duvall, 1979; Cooper and Greenberg, 1992; Fleishman, 1992). Each of the factors that drive display evolution has played an important role in shaping the evolution of lizard ornamentation. For example, sexual selection, especially male–male competition, is thought to have driven the evolution of male ornaments and colors in both agamid and lacertid lizards such as species with more-intense sexual selection show more-elaborate ornamentation (Stuart-Fox and Ord, 2004; Chen et al., 2012; Perez i de Lanuza et al., 2013). Habitat structure and the visual environment affect both color and motion signals in Anolis lizards, as well as ultraviolet color signals in Bradypodion chameleons, with signals varying such that they are maximally conspicuous in the habitat in which they occur (Leal and Fleishman, 2002, 2004; Ord et al., 2007; Stuart-Fox et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2013). Conversely, conspicuousness also may be selected against in habitats where lizards suffer high rates of predation (e.g., in Ctenophorus lizards [Stuart-Fox et al., 2003] and Crotaphytus lizards [Husak et al., 2008]), leading to geographic variation in coloration that corresponds to variation in predation risk (McLean et al., 2014). Finally, anatomical and biomechanical constraints affect variation in motion signaling between closely related species of anoles (Ord et al., 2013). Variation across lizard taxa, in not only the ornaments themselves but also in the proximate and ultimate causes for ornament diversification, makes lizards an interesting group in which to examine ornament evolution.

Fan-Throated Lizards, belonging to the South Asian agamid genus Sitana, are a promising taxon in which to investigate the patterns and processes of visual display diversification. These lizards are named for fan-like structures, also known as “dewlaps,” that are borne under the throats of males. The throat-fan is displayed by rapid extension and retraction during the breeding season, particularly during courtship and male–male interactions (Kratter, 1980; Kästle, 1998; Patankar et al., 2013). These lizards’ ornamentation drew the attention of Darwin who, in his treatise on the evolution of secondary sexual characters, described them thus: “the males alone are furnished with a large throat-pouch, which can be folded up like a fan, and is colored blue, black, and red... The female does not possess even a rudiment of this appendage” (Darwin, 1871:33). Though Darwin was correct about the sexual dimorphism of their ornamentation (Kratter, 1980; Pal et al., 2011), he appeared unaware that male Sitana vary substantially in the size and coloration of their throat-fan (Fig. 1). While males with the large blue, black, and orange throat-fans described by Darwin (“colored-fan variant”) are found predominantly in western peninsular India, males in most of the remainder of the range of this genus have smaller white throat-fans with blue margins (“white-fan variant”), except for southern peninsular India and Sri Lanka where males have intermediately colored throat-fans (“intermediate-fan variant”).

Despite their ubiquity in dry grassland, thorn-scrub, and coastal habitats across South Asia, Fan-Throated Lizards remain very poorly studied—species delimitations and phylogenetic...
relationships of species within the genus are currently being determined (Amarasinghe et al. 2015; Deepak and Karanth, pers. comm.), and their ornamentation and display behavior has received very little attention (but see Kästle, 1998; Patankar et al., 2013). In this paper, I first investigate variation in ornament morphology and display behavior in Fan-Throated Lizards, asking if lizards with morphologically different throat-fans deploy these ornaments using different display behaviors. Next, I examine variation in male body size, sexual size dimorphism (SSD), and habitat openness across populations of Fan-Throated Lizards with morphologically different throat-fans. These comparisons provide a starting point for future investigations into the role of sexual selection and environmental context in the origin and maintenance of variation in ornament morphology in these lizards.

**Materials and Methods**

**Study Sites.**—I determined localities for the three throat-fan variants by contacting ecologists and naturalists across India through the Young Ecologists Talk and Interact listserv as well as from georeferenced photographs of Fan-Throated Lizards on the India Nature Watch website (www.indianaturewatch.net). I sampled from seven sites, two each of the white-fan, intermediate-fan, and colored-fan variants, as well as one site, Kagal, in which the white-fan and colored-fan variants were sympatric (Fig. 1). Preliminary data on the phylogenetics of *Sitaara* suggest that the throat-fan variants belong to different clades (Deepak and Karanth, pers. comm.) and do not interbreed, though species demarcations have yet to be determined. Moreover, both males and females of the white-fan and colored-fan variants can be distinguished from one another on the basis of head shape and patterning (AK, pers. obs.; Fig. S1). Therefore, the sympatric white-fan and colored-fan variants at Kagal were considered distinct populations (KagW and KagC), amounting to a total of eight sampled populations. Also, throat-fan size and coloration differed substantially between the two intermediate-fan populations (Vadanemelli [Vad] in northern Tamil Nadu, and Manimutharu [Man] in southern Tamil Nadu), despite their geographic proximity (see Fig. 1 and Results; see also Amarasinghe et al. [2015], who documented substantially different throat-fan coloration in the intermediate-fan variant in Sri Lanka). Therefore, I completed pairwise comparisons for behavioral and morphological variables of these two intermediate-fan populations. Sites were outside of protected areas, in habitats ranging from fallow agricultural fields and grazing fields to thorn scrub vegetation. I sampled sites during the lizards’ breeding season in 2012 and 2013, prior to the arrival of the monsoon rains (i.e., between April and June before the south-west monsoon in white-fan and colored-fan populations in Karnataka, Maharashtra, and Gujarat and between September and October before the north-east monsoon in the intermediate-fan populations in Tamil Nadu).

**Display Behavior.**—Using a Canon Vixia HF S21 HD Camcorder, I recorded display behavior of individual lizards I opportunistically encountered while walking slowly through the environment (Rand, 1964). Individuals were identified as males by the presence of 1) a throat-fan, 2) blue coloration on the first diamond below the head on the dorsum, or 3) blue coloration on the throat, depending on the population. Undisturbed males were observed from a distance of approximately 10 m for up to 30 min or as long as the lizard remained in sight (mean ± SD length of observation per individual: 20.8 ± 12.4 min).

Video observations of displays in the field were analyzed frame-by-frame to quantify display behavior. Each display included one or more extensions of the throat-fan; extensions separated by 10 sec or more were counted as separate displays whereas extensions separated by less than 10 sec were counted as part of the same display. For each individual, I measured the proportion of time the individual spent displaying and the number of displays performed per unit time observed. The following variables were measured and averaged by individual for each display: 1) total duration in seconds of the display from the beginning of the first throat-fan extension to the end of the last throat-fan extension, 2) number of partial and complete throat-fan extensions, 3) number of linked throat-fan extensions (i.e., an extension of the throat-fan following an incomplete retraction of an already extended throat-fan comprised two linked extensions), 4) number of turns to the left or right, and 5) number of changes in body position (i.e., up or down movements) or changes in the angle between the lizard’s body and the substrate (Table 1). Additionally, I scored as a 1 or 0 the presence or absence of the following display modifiers (Jenssen, 1977) for each display: raised nuchal crest, raised dorsal crest, bipedality, and raised tail (Fig. 2); scores were averaged by individual.

**Morphology.**—After concluding the observation, I attempted to capture the lizard using standard noosing techniques; males disturbed by my presence and all females were caught immediately after they were spotted; I captured 86% of these spotted lizards. I recorded snout–vent length (SVL) of all individuals as a measure of body-size; additionally, for males I assessed throat-fan area by photographing the extended throat-fan. A metric scale was included in each photograph, and the outline of the throat-fan was traced in the program ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) to measure throat-fan area. For males from all populations except Vadanemelli, I used an Ocean Optics...
Presence of bipedality coded as a binary variable (whether or not the lizard’s front legs touched the substrate at any point during the display); see Figure 2.

Presence of raised dorsal crest coded as a binary variable; see Figure 2, Figure S5 E,F.

Presence of raised nuchal crest coded as a binary variable; see Figure 2, Figure S5 E,F.

Changes in body position A change in the angle between the ventral surface of the lizard’s body and the substrate between the following angle intervals: 0–30°; 30–60°; 60–90°; >90°; see Figure 2.

Mean display duration (sec) The duration of a display was defined as the length in seconds from the beginning of the first throat-fan extension to the end of the last extension. Throat-fan extensions separated by >10 sec were considered to belong to separate displays.

Proportion of time spent displaying Sum of all display durations divided by the total time the individual was observed.

Number of displays per unit time observed Total number of displays (as defined above) divided by the total time the individual was observed.

Number of partial throat-fan extensions Partial throat-fan extensions were defined as extensions in which the angle between the top margin of the throat-fan and the bottom of the lizard’s jaw was >90°; see Figure 2.

Number of complete throat-fan extensions Complete throat-fan extensions were defined as extensions in which the angle between the top margin of the throat-fan and the bottom of the lizard’s jaw was ≤90°; see Figure 2.

Number of linked throat-fan extensions Throat-fan extensions in which a second extension was begun before a previous extension was completed (i.e., before the throat-fan was completely retracted) were considered linked.

Number of turns Number of side-to-side changes in the position of the head and upper body of the lizard conducted during a display.

Changes in body position A change in the angle between the ventral surface of the lizard’s body and the substrate between the following angle intervals: 0–30°; 30–60°; 60–90°; >90°; see Figure 2.

Presence of raised nuchal crest Coded as a binary variable; see Figure 2, Figure S5 E,F.

Presence of raised dorsal crest Coded as a binary variable; see Figure 2, Figure S5 E,F.

Presence of bipedality Coded as a binary variable (whether or not the lizard’s front legs touched the substrate at any point during the display).

Presence of tail raises Coded as a binary variable (whether or not the tail was raised off the substrate at any point during the display); see Figure 2.

TABLE 1. Loadings of 12 behavioral variables on principal component 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Variable description</th>
<th>PC1 loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean display duration (sec)</td>
<td>The duration of a display was defined as the length in seconds from the beginning of the first throat-fan extension to the end of the last extension. Throat-fan extensions separated by &gt;10 sec were considered to belong to separate displays.</td>
<td>-0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportion of time spent displaying</td>
<td>Sum of all display durations divided by the total time the individual was observed.</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of displays per unit time observed</td>
<td>Total number of displays (as defined above) divided by the total time the individual was observed.</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of partial throat-fan extensions</td>
<td>Partial throat-fan extensions were defined as extensions in which the angle between the top margin of the throat-fan and the bottom of the lizard’s jaw was &gt;90°; see Figure 2.</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of complete throat-fan extensions</td>
<td>Complete throat-fan extensions were defined as extensions in which the angle between the top margin of the throat-fan and the bottom of the lizard’s jaw was ≤90°; see Figure 2.</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of linked throat-fan extensions</td>
<td>Throat-fan extensions in which a second extension was begun before a previous extension was completed (i.e., before the throat-fan was completely retracted) were considered linked.</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns</td>
<td>Number of side-to-side changes in the position of the head and upper body of the lizard conducted during a display.</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in body position</td>
<td>A change in the angle between the ventral surface of the lizard’s body and the substrate between the following angle intervals: 0–30°; 30–60°; 60–90°; &gt;90°; see Figure 2.</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of raised nuchal crest</td>
<td>Coded as a binary variable; see Figure 2, Figure S5 E,F.</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of raised dorsal crest</td>
<td>Coded as a binary variable; see Figure 2, Figure S5 E,F.</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of bipedality</td>
<td>Coded as a binary variable (whether or not the lizard’s front legs touched the substrate at any point during the display).</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of tail raises</td>
<td>Coded as a binary variable (whether or not the tail was raised off the substrate at any point during the display); see Figure 2.</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Environmental Variables.—For eight randomly located transects per site, I assessed the presence of vegetation and rocks on the transect every 30 cm for 15 m. Ground cover was calculated as the proportion of points at which vegetation or rocks were present on the transect. For four of the eight transects, I measured the height in centimeters of every plant and rock directly on the transect every 30 cm for 15 m. Ground cover was calculated as the proportion of points at which vegetation or rocks were present on the transect. For four of the eight transects, I measured the height in centimeters of every plant and rock directly on the transect every 30 cm for 15 m. Ground cover was calculated as the proportion of points at which vegetation or rocks were present on the transect.

USB2000 spectrophotometer with a pulsed-xenon light source to measure the reflectance spectra of different color patches on the throat-fan: blue and orange patches were measured on colored-fan and intermediate-fan males, black areas were measured in colored-fan males, and white areas were measured on white-fan and intermediate-fan males. Two readings were taken per color per individual. To avoid resampling individuals, I marked lizards on the flanks and ventrally with nontoxic sharpie markers and dorsally with temporary colored cardboard queen-bee tags (Johnson, 2005) or white paint before releasing.

Statistical Analysis.—I completed all statistical analyses in R v.3.0.2 (R Core Team, 2013). Throat-fan area and SVL were log-transformed prior to analysis. I used a linear mixed effects model (‘nlme’ package; Pinheiro et al., 2013) with a fixed effect of throat-fan variant and a random effect of population to compare SVL among males of different throat-fan variants. Variance was allowed to vary with population to improve the normality and homoscedasticity of model residuals. Similarly, I compared throat-fan area across throat-fan variants, both with and without throat-fan extensions in which a second extension was begun before a previous extension was completed (i.e., before the throat-fan was completely retracted) were considered linked.

Fig. 2. Measurements of display behavior. Throat-fan extensions were considered complete if the minimum angle between ventral surface of the head and the front margin of the throat-fan was estimated as >90° or less; for angles estimated as >90°, throat-fan extensions were considered partial. Body position was categorized based on the estimated angle between the substrate and the ventral surface of the body: 1: 0–30°, 2: 30–60°, 3: 60–90°, and 4: >90°, and the number of changes between these four body positions was counted for each display. The number of head turns as well as the presence of four display modifiers—raised nuchal crest, raised dorsal crest, raised tail, and bipedality (not depicted here)—were assessed.
SVL included as a covariate. Additionally, I compared both SVL and throat-fan area between the two intermediate-fan populations using t-tests because preliminary observations revealed unexpectedly large differences in throat-fan morphology between these two populations. Finally, I assessed the direction of SSD using t-tests in each population, with a sequential Bonferroni correction to account for multiple comparisons. I used an analysis of variance (ANOVA) on SVL with main effects of population and sex, and a population × sex interaction to test if the degree of SSD differed across populations.

Spectral data were smoothed and condensed to 1-nm intervals from 300 to 700-nm wavelengths using CLR v1.05 (Montgomerie, 2008) and averaged by individual. I calculated mean and 95% confidence intervals of reflectance at 1-nm intervals and plotted for each color in each population.

I conducted a principal components analysis on 12 behavioral variables and used the first principal component axis (PC1) as a measure of display behavior (it explained 31% of the variation in the behavioral variables). Subsequent PC axes each explained less than 15% of the total variation in display behavior and were not readily biologically interpretable in conjunction with PC1 and were, therefore, not analyzed further. Though this approach does not analyze all of the behavioral variation (including among-individual and among-population variation as well as differences between throat-fan variants), PC1 by definition represents the largest independent axis of variation in display behavior.

I used a linear mixed effects model with a fixed effect of throat-fan variant and a random effect of population to evaluate the difference in display behavior (PC1) between the three throat-fan variants. Variance was allowed to vary with population to improve the normality and homoscedasticity of model residuals. I used a t-test to investigate if the two intermediate-fan populations, which differ substantially in throat-fan morphology, had different display behavior (PC1). Additionally, I compared patterns of variation across populations in two movement components—changes in body position (up-and-down movements) and head turns (side-to-side movements) and examined the relationship between throat-fan area and body position changes across populations. I did not perform hypothesis-testing for these comparisons, however, because these specific patterns were not predicted and were instead observed a posteriori.

The proportion of ground cover was compared across throat-fan variants using a generalized linear mixed effects model (GLMM, ‘lme4’ package; Bates et al., 2014) with a binomial distribution, and with a fixed effect of variant and a random effect of site. I used a GLMM with a negative binomial distribution, with a fixed effect of variant and a random effect of site, to compare the height of ground cover across throat-fan variants. I treated the site at which the white-fan and colored-fan variants were sympatric as a separate variant category for these two comparisons. A GLMM with a negative binomial distribution, a fixed effect of throat-fan variant, and a random effect of population was used to compare perch height at lizards’ initial positions across the eight sampled populations. For all models I assessed overall significance of the fixed effect of throat-fan variant by comparison with a null model in which the term was dropped.

**RESULTS**

**Morphology**—Morphology was measured from an average of 23.4 males (range: 17–26) and 20.0 females (range: 16–24) per population (see Tables S1, S2 for sample sizes and summary statistics). Fan-Throated Lizards were small, with a mean (±SD) SVL of 53 ± 9 mm for males and 49 ± 4 mm for females across all populations; however, both size and the degree of SSD varied substantially across populations (Fig. 3).
Males of the colored-fan variant were larger than males of the intermediate-fan variant ($\beta = 0.24 \pm 0.05$, $t_5 = 4.56$, $P = 0.006$) and the white-fan variant ($\beta = 0.31 \pm 0.05$, $t_5 = 6.58$, $P = 0.001$), but SVL did not differ between white-fan and intermediate-fan variant males ($t_5 = 1.30$, $P = 0.25$). Comparing the two intermediate-fan populations, males were larger in the southern population (Man) than in the northern population (Vad; $t_{22.9} = 8.33$, $P < 0.001$).

Body size differed between males and females in seven of the eight populations, ranging from males being 4% smaller to 23% larger than females (Fig. 3). Male-biased SSD was observed in all three colored-fan populations (Bid: $\alpha = 0.007$, $t_{42.4} = -9.49$, $P < 0.001$; Kat: $\alpha = 0.006$, $t_{35.0} = -10.54$, $P < 0.001$; KagC: $\alpha = 0.008$, $t_{37.7} = -10.48$, $P < 0.001$) and the southern intermediate-fan population (Man: $\alpha = 0.01$, $t_{39.6} = -6.98$, $P < 0.001$). Sexual size dimorphism was female-biased in two white-fan populations (Gar: $\alpha = 0.025$, $t_{42.4} = 2.44$, $P = 0.019$; KagW: $\alpha = 0.017$, $t_{27.9} = 2.85$, $P = 0.008$) and in the northern intermediate-fan population (Vad: $\alpha = 0.013$, $t_{24.9} = 5.79$, $P < 0.001$). Male and female body size did not differ from one another in the remaining white-fan population (Vir: $\alpha = 0.05$, $t_{46} = -0.30$, $P = 0.76$). The degree of SSD differed significantly across populations (population $\times$ sex interaction: $F_8 = 43.8$, $P < 0.001$).

Throat-fans varied substantially across populations in both size and coloration (Fig. 3). Throat-fan area was smaller in males of the white-fan variant than in males of the colored-fan variant ($\beta = 1.04 \pm 0.24$, $t_5 = 4.26$, $P = 0.008$) and the intermediate-fan variant ($\beta = 1.05 \pm 0.27$, $t_5 = 3.81$, $P = 0.01$), though throat-fan area did not differ between the colored-fan and intermediate-fan variants ($t_5 = 0.04$, $P = 0.97$). Comparing the two intermediate-fan populations, throat-fan area was larger in males in the southern population (Man) than in the northern population (Vad; $t_{32.5} = 8.33$, $P < 0.001$). On including SVL as a covariate, and relative to white-fan populations, I determined that the increase in throat-fan area in colored-fan populations was proportionate to the increase in SVL (i.e., there was no difference in the intercepts of the linear relationship between the two variants: $\beta = 0.10 \pm 0.10$, $t_5 = 0.94$, $P = 0.39$). In contrast, the increase in throat-fan area in intermediate-fan populations was disproportionate relative to the increase in SVL ($\beta = 0.80 \pm 0.10$, $t_5 = 7.66$, $P = 0.0006$; Fig. S2).

In colored-fan populations, throat-fans included blue, black, and orange sections in the front, middle, and rear of the throat-fan; these sections comprised 60% ± 5%, 28% ± 5%, and 12% ± 4% of the throat-fan area, respectively (see Table S2 for population averages). Males in white-fan populations could induce a thin margin of blue coloration along the front edge of their throat-fans, but this coloration was not always expressed (area not measured; see also Kästle, 1998; Patankar et al., 2013). The change in color from white to blue in white-fan populations was observed to take place within seconds, often in the presence of other lizards (AK, pers. obs.); in contrast, throat-fan colors in colored-fan populations were not observed to change. The coloration of the throat-fan differed in the two intermediate-fan populations (Fig. 3). In Vadanemellai in northern Tamil Nadu, throat-fans were white with an inducible blue patch (26% ± 6% of the throat-fan area) toward the front of the throat-fan. In Manimutharu in southern Tamil Nadu, throat-fans were large and white with an inducible blue patch at the front of the throat-fan and an orange patch toward the center and rear of the throat-fan (13% ± 3% and 44% ± 10% of the throat-fan area, respectively; see Fig. S3 for an example of color change on the throat-fan from this population). Lizards in Manimutharu also had enlarged lanceolate scales along the edge of the throat-fan (see also Kratz, 1980; Kästle, 1998). Reflectance spectra of throat-fan colors were similar in all colored-fan populations (for blue, black, and orange patches) and in all white-fan populations (for white areas; Fig. 4). Both blue and
orange reflectance spectra, however, differed substantially between colored-fan populations and the southern intermediate-fan population (Man), and white reflectance spectra differed slightly between white-fan populations and the southern intermediate fan population, particularly in the ultraviolet region (Fig. 4; recall that reflectance data were not collected from the northern intermediate-fan population, Vad). This is at least partially a consequence of the difference in scale margin coloration between the throat-fan variants (note the white scale margins in the Man population; Fig. 3).

In summary, male-biased SSD, large throat-fan size, and the presence of orange coloration on the throat-fan were found in all three colored-fan populations as well as the southern intermediate-fan population (Man). However, the southern intermediate-fan population differed from the colored-fan populations in both reflectance spectra and the relationship between SVL and throat-fan area. In the remaining populations (white-fan and the northern intermediate-fan), males were smaller in size and bore smaller dewlaps lacking orange coloration, and male-biased SSD was not observed.

**Display Behavior.**—Display behavior was observed for an average of 20.1 males per population (range: 14–25). Displays comprised 1–112 throat-fan extensions and ranged from 0.04 sec to over 2 min in duration. Principal component 1 had absolute values of loadings >0.10 for most variables (Table 1; see Table S3 for loadings of subsequent principal component axes) and differed significantly between the throat-fan variants ($\chi^2 = 25.6, \ P < 0.001$). In particular, PC1 differed between the colored-fan variant and the white-fan and intermediate-fan variants (colored-fan vs. white-fan: $\beta = 3.21 \pm 0.32, t_5 = 10.1, P < 0.001$; colored-fan vs. intermediate-fan: $\beta = 3.22 \pm 0.35, t_5 = 9.20, P < 0.001$; Fig. 5); however, the white-fan and intermediate-fan displays did not differ from one another ($t_5 = 0.06, P = 0.95$). Display behavior did not differ between the two intermediate-fan populations ($t_{53} = 0.85, P = 0.40$). Loadings of the behavioral variables on PC1 indicated that displays in colored-fan populations included more partial and complete throat-fan extensions, as well as more turns and modifiers, but fewer changes in body position. Moreover, though individual displays in colored-fan populations were longer, the number of displays per unit time and the proportion of time spent displaying were lower compared with white-fan and intermediate-fan populations. Examples of displays of each throat-fan variant (including both northern and southern populations of the intermediate-fan variant) are included as supplementary material (videos S1a–d).

Fan-Throated Lizards’ displays include two striking movement components: changes in body position (up-and-down movements) and head turns (side-to-side movements; Fig. 2). Populations varied in the frequency at which these two movement components are deployed (Fig. 6), and this variation can be linked to among-population variation in dewlap size and coloration. In particular, displays by individuals in populations with larger throat-fans include fewer changes in body position than displays by individuals in populations with smaller throat-fans (estimated slope in linear regression between population means of body position changes against throat-fan area: $-0.47 \pm 0.23$, adjusted $R^2 = 0.32$).

**Environmental Variables.**—The proportion and height of ground cover did not differ among the sites in which the different throat-fan variants were found (proportion of ground cover: $\chi^2 = 4.40, P = 0.22$; height of ground cover: $\chi^2 = 3.05, P = 0.38$; Fig. S4). Fan-Throated Lizards perch low (mean initial perch height across all populations = 18.9 ± 17.5 cm), usually on the ground (modal initial perch height = 0 cm), but also on rocks, vegetation, and piles of mud. Perch height did not differ among throat-fan variants ($\chi^2 = 1.94, P = 0.38$).

**Discussion**

Fan-Throated Lizard displays include not only extensions and retractions of the throat-fan but also other movements such as head turns and changes in body position as well as modifiers such as raised nuchal and dorsal crests, raised tails, and bipedality. The display behavior of colored-fan males differs from the display behavior of white-fan and intermediate-fan males, suggesting that at least part of the variation in the display behavior of the fan-throated lizard is related to the morphological elaboration of the throat-fan. Increased throat-fan size and coloration in the colored-fan populations and one of the intermediate-fan populations is associated with male-biased SSD, but the habitats in which the different throat-fan
variants are found today do not differ from each other in ground cover, vegetation height, or the lizards’ perch height.

On one hand, the displays of colored-fan variants are distinct from the displays of white-fan and intermediate-fan variants. On the other hand, displays are similar in all white-fan and intermediate-fan populations despite large variation across these populations in throat-fan size and coloration. Therefore, the association between ornament elaboration and variation in display behavior is not straightforward. The reasons for such a complex association can include the structural constraints imposed and opportunities afforded by changes in throat-fan size and color. In particular, Fan-Throated Lizards’ displays include two striking movement components, changes in body position (up-and-down movements) and head turns (side-to-side movements), which vary in frequency among populations (Fig. 6). This variation points to possible structural constraints that may shape display behavior. For example, the ability of a lizard with a large throat-fan to adopt a body position that is nearly horizontal (body position 1; Fig. 2) with a fully extended throat-fan must be limited. Indeed, a pattern of displays by individuals in populations with larger throat-fans, including fewer changes in body position than displays by individuals in populations with smaller throat-fans, was observed. The higher prevalence of head turns in colored-fan populations also is potentially explained by throat-fan morphology, specifically iridescent coloration. Unlike white-fan and intermediate-fan populations, colored-fan variant males express what appears to be iridescent blue coloration on their throat-fans throughout the breeding season (AK, pers. obs; see video S1a). Because the perceived coloration of iridescent surfaces depends on the angles between incident light, the surface, and the viewer (Prum, 2006; Meadows et al., 2011), rapid turning can ensure that most receivers will observe the iridescence, irrespective of viewing geometry, and may increase the conspicuousness of the signal. Research on the biomechanics of displays and the visual anatomy of signal recipients (Hebets and Papaj, 2005; Rosenthal, 2007) may reveal proximate explanations for the relationship between display behavior and ornament morphology in Fan-Throated Lizards.

Intricate interactions between multiple types of cells known as chromatophores are responsible for the diversity of colors seen in reptile ornaments and displays (reviewed in Grether et al., 2004). The presence of structural color (iridescent blue), melanin-based color (black), and pteridine- or carotenoid-based color (orange) on their throat-fans, as well as variation in throat-fan size and the size of each color-patch, suggests that many potentially honest signals of male quality may be contained within the Fan-Throated Lizards’ display (Grether et al., 2004; Hill and McGraw, 2006), each of which may convey different information to the recipient or act to amplify one another (Hebets and Papaj, 2005). Moreover, in addition to rapid changes in blue coloration on the throat-fan in some populations, Sitana can change color on many different parts of the body including the nuchal crest, dorsum, tail, lips, eyelids, and hind legs (see Fig. S5 for examples; Kästle, 1998). In light of recent research on the complex physiologies underlying color production and change in lizards (Saenko et al., 2014; Teysier et al., 2015), and comprehensive frameworks for the analysis of coloration in natural populations (Kemp et al., 2015), Fan-Throated Lizards offer a veritable cornucopia to biologists interested in the physiological basis of coloration.

The association across populations of increased throat-fan size and coloration with increased male body size and male-biased SSD strongly suggests that sexual selection has played a role in shaping ornament variation in Fan-Throated Lizards. Male–male competition often is suggested as the mechanism of sexual selection in lizards, and both increased body size and increased ornamentation are expected under stronger male–male competition (Stamps, 1977; Tokarz, 1995). Larger individuals frequently win agonistic interactions against smaller individuals (Stamps, 1977, 1983; Cox et al., 2007), and ornamentation is thought to signal fighting ability to potential competitors (Ord et al., 2001; Vanhooydonck et al., 2005; Whiting et al., 2006; Irschick et al., 2007). The co-elaboration of both male body size and ornamentation is therefore interpreted as evidence for sexual selection via male–male competition (Ord et al., 2001; Stuart-Fox and Ord, 2004; Pérez i de Lanuza et al., 2013). Explicit measurements of the correlations between reproductive success and male body size and ornamentation within populations will be necessary, however, to confirm whether and how sexual selection acts in this system. Also, the correlation between signal components and performance metrics such as bite force (Vanhooydonck et al., 2005; Irschick et al., 2007) will need to be examined in different environmental and social conditions to understand their role in signaling during male–male competition (Bro-Jorgenson, 2009; Lailvaux and Kasumovic, 2011) and other social interactions. More fundamentally, the mating systems of these lizards remain unknown, so we cannot know the precise mechanisms by which sexual selection acts upon them. Learning if mating systems vary across these different throat-fan variants, possibly as a consequence of variation in ecological factors such as densities and resource distributions (Emlen and Oring, 1977), will be fascinating.

The importance of environmental context in driving ornament diversification in Fan-Throated Lizards is difficult to ascertain because these lizards persist today in highly anthropogenically modified environments. Modified habitats, such as the sites sampled in this study, are likely very different from the environments in which these lizards diversified. Nevertheless, the present-day habitats of all three throat-fan variants are similar, and the colored-fan and white-fan variants co-occur in at least one site, suggesting that throat-fan variants are not restricted to different environmental conditions. Therefore, environmental context likely does not play a role in maintaining variation in ornament morphology in Fan-Throated Lizards, similar to other agamid lizards (e.g. Chen et al., 2012); however, this is in contrast with Anolis lizards which bear a throat-fan that is functionally similar to that of Sitana (Ord et al., 2015). Changes in visual environment from xeric to mesic forests are correlated with variation in throat-fan coloration within Anolis species in a manner that is consistent with selection for maximum conspicuousness of the throat-fan in each habitat (Leal and Fleishman, 2004; Ng et al., 2013). Precise measurements of both the visual environment and throat-fan coloration across a larger sample of populations may reveal similar relationships in Fan-Throated Lizards but, at present, there is little evidence for the importance of environmental context in ornament elaboration in this genus.

Of course, environmental factors other than light environment also may drive ornament elaboration. In particular, variation in predation pressure across populations is expected not only to influence ornament morphology (Stuart-Fox et al., 2003; Husak et al., 2008; McLean et al., 2014) but also may affect how ornaments are deployed in displays. Quantifying the role of a dynamically displayed ornament in attracting the attention
of predators will be challenging, however. Also, given the extensive presence of Fan-Throated Lizards in human-modified environments, discerning how variation in predation pressure has historically influenced throat-fan evolution in *Sitana* may prove tricky, though contemporary effects of predation on conspicuousness and crypsis in these lizards certainly warrant attention.

Although the potential for the throat-fan to function in interspecific communication was not explicitly explored in this study, Fan-Throated Lizards may provide an opportunity for such studies in the future. In populations where closely related taxa are sympatric, signals often are crucial for species recognition (Ryan and Rand, 1993; Panhuis et al., 2001). For example, both throat-fan morphology and patterns of head-bobbing differ among sympatric *Anolis* species, likely to facilitate species recognition (Rand and Williams, 1970; Jenssen, 1977; Ord and Martins, 2006). The throat-fan variants of *Sitana*, which belong to different clades (Deepak and Karanth, pers. comm.) and likely are different species (Amarasinghe et al. 2015), are rarely sympatric. The site sampled in this study in which colored-fan and white-fan variants coexist is, to my knowledge, the only recorded occurrence of sympathy between throat-fan variants. The white-fan and colored-fan populations in this sympatric site showed a greater difference in display behavior than any two allopatric throat-fan variant populations (Fig. 5), suggesting that displays might play a role in species recognition where different *Sitana* species coexist. Species delimitations within *Sitana*, as well as fine-scale mapping of the ranges of these species and the locations at which they are sympatric, will determine the utility of this genus in understanding the co-option of a signal used in intraspecific communication for species recognition.

Understanding the systematics of *Sitana* and the phylogenetic relationships among the different throat-fan variants also will shed light on how often the throat-fan has changed in size and color across this genus, as well as for its close relatives in the genus *Otocryptis*, some of which also bear throat-fans (Das, 2002; Bahir and Silva 2005). That the colored-fan and intermediate-fan variants of *Sitana* differ not only in the spectral reflectance of blue and orange patches of the throat-fan, but also in allometric relationships between body size and throat-fan size, suggests the intriguing possibility that ornament elaboration has evolved by different mechanisms, perhaps multiple times, in these lizards.

Very few previous studies have examined the behavioral ecology of Fan-Throated Lizards, despite their ubiquity across drier areas in South Asia (Daniel, 2002; Das, 2002), their high local densities (Shanbhag et al., 2003, Subramanean and Reddy, 2010), and their readily observable display behavior. In this paper, I document an association between throat-fan morphology and display behavior in Fan-Throated Lizards and show that both sexual selection and structural constraints and opportunities may have shaped the dramatic diversity in the size and coloration of their throat-fans. These results suggest that Fan-Throated Lizards are a promising system in which to further investigate the coevolution of different display components of a striking visual signal.
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